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Asian Internet News for 04/24/18
Altaba to pay US$35m penalty for not telling investors of Yahoo hack
Online myth busters fight tide of fake news in India
Vietnam's Danang begins makeover into 'smart city'
Rural areas – potential market for enterprises: Nielsen Vietnam
Vietnam’s emerging consumers embrace ecommerce
More than 100 Chinese arrested over VoIP scam - Khmer Times
New Cyber-Security Law to Be Considered by Vietnam’s National Assembly
Facebook remains indispensable for emerging-market countries
Internet connections slows in Việt Nam as int’l undersea cable down
Thailand 4.0 picks up speed following Alibaba investment
Person to person: North and South Korea get neighbourly with direct hot line
Singapore, Germany sign agreements to boost market access for startups
Bangladesh lowest internet using country in Asia Pacific: study
China's Xi says Internet control key to stability
TechNation: IronSource to pay giant $250 million dividend
Police in Chinese city seize 600 computers used to mine bitcoin
Japan's NTT to block pirate manga, anime websites
Israeli retailers challenge VAT exemption for online purchases from abroad
Professionals from Japan and India brainstorm on future IT ties at Tokyo tech event
Putin's turf war with Telegram escalates as Russia blocks IPs
Israeli intelligence company mining Facebook for counterterrorism data
Online video growth zooms across Asia with internet TV consumption
Taiwan promotes round-island biking with Web celebrities
Interview with YouTube India's head of entertainment content Satya Raghavan
Twitter doesn’t care that someone is building a bot army in Southeast Asia
Monacoin: Japan's First Native Cryptocurrency -- Next Big Thing Or Next Beta-Max?
Google rolls out new Search experience for job seekers in India
BTRC allows IoT solutions in Bangladesh
21st century India synthesis of both Upanishads and Internet
Telenor Pakistan Launched Retailer Assisted Online Shopping Service ‘Easy Bazaar’
89% of the population in Pakistan cannot afford internet, IMF
Pakistan’s mobile internet users stand at 21 percent of the population
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